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The US is Number 1 for the 40th year in row!
• Percent of GDP spent on health care in 2018
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16.9% - US
12.2% - Switzerland
11.2% - Germany
11.0% - Sweden
10.9% - Japan
10.7% - Canada
10.2% - Norway
9.8% - UK
9.3% - Australia

It is not news that the US spends the most on health care or that
the main reason is health care prices
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What the paper does show
• Despite many restructurings of the US and international health
systems over the past 20 years
– Prices remain the primary reason why the US spends more on
health care than any other country

• On key measures of health care resources per capita (hospital
beds, physicians, and nurses), the US still provides significantly
fewer resources compared to other industrialized countries
• The main difference from 20 years ago is the growing differential
between public and private sector prices in the US
– 20 years ago the public and private insurers paid about the same
– Private sector prices are now approximately double Medicare prices

Market Failure
• In most cities, there are one or two dominant health systems
• All insurers need these health systems in their network
• This gives the health systems tremendous bargaining power
with the insurers and self insured companies
• As health systems have consolidated, the differential between
public and private sector prices has grown
• While Medicare can hold price increases close to inflation the
private sector has been unable to do so
• Hospitals and physicians will adjust their costs to reflect their
revenues, so when private sector prices increase so do costs
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How Other Countries Control Prices
• One payment system
• External and internal reference prices
• Monitoring volume increases and adjusting prices accordingly
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One Payment System
• In some countries, the government sets the rates for all
providers
• In other countries, there is one big negotiation with all insurers
on one side of the table and all providers on the other side
and they reach one price that applies to everyone
– The price can vary by hospital or specialty but there is one formula

• In the US, the equivalent would be
– allow the Medicare program to set the price for all insurers
– allow the insurers to set a rate that is a percentage of the Medicare
rate
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Public Option
• Colorado and Washington are using Medicare rates to
determine what providers can charge the public option insurer
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External Reference Prices
• Most other countries use the prices for drugs paid
internationally as a guide for determining what they pay
• It is one of many factors that they use
– It has been proposed for Medicare Part B
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Summary of Findings
• On average, brand name drugs that do not have a generic
competitor are 3-4 times more expensive in the US
• There are 79 of these drugs that account for over ½ of all
Medicare spending
• Some of these drugs are only 30% more expensive while
others are 7000% more expensive
• The longer the branded drug remains on the market the
greater the price differential

Internal Reference Pricing
• Most countries use some variant of cost effectiveness to
determine drug prices
• Medicare is prohibited from doing so
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Monitoring Prices and Adjusting Accordingly
• Japan looks at volumes and determines if the payment system
is causing volume increases in certain procedures
– Japan will lower prices if determines that prices are responsible for the
volume increases

• Japan sets a price for a drug
– Japan asks the pharmacy or hospital what it actually paid for the drug
• The price paid is always lower than the reimbursement amount

– In the next year the reimbursement amount is based on the amount
paid plus 2%
– As a result, the prices always go down following the drug’s launch
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Three Conclusions
• Is possible to use Medicare as a platform to determine rates
for all providers
– In most communities there is market failure
– Could be a percentage of Medicare rates
– States are using Medicare rates in the public option

• Other countries are using approaches that Medicare and other
US insurers could use to control prices
– Internal and external reference prices
– Monitoring volumes and adjusting prices accordingly
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